
Audiences come to hear speaker Regina Bartlett to be 

inspired and transformed. She shares her story of thirty 

years of obesity and food abuse resulting in her topping 

the scales over 425 lbs.  She decided to take the step to 

gain control over her weight with RNY Gastric Bypass. 

Regina goes from not being able to climb a single flight of 

stairs to running the NYC Marathon. Her physical and 

emotional transformation leaves audiences with renewed 

power over their lives, their businesses, and beyond! 

Utilizing 20 years of leadership development consulting 

combined with her personal struggles, Regina captivates 

audiences with stories, analogies, and anecdotes that 

drive action.  Her platform surrounds understanding the 

intricacies of weight, how to love yourself to truly succeed, 

and how Sharing Your Ugly can lead to healing. Her knack 

for using humor and authentic connection makes people 

feel like they are the only one she is talking to – even in 

large groups. As a result, business professionals and teens 

alike learn how to see themselves in a gentler light and 

develop empathy for others in a way that inspires growth 

and advancement in their lives, schools. or careers.

Regina brings her transformational message to 

corporations, associations, universities, high schools, and 

churches that want to inspire growth and change 

especially in the face of adversity or long-term stagnation. 

 One thing all Regina ’s audiences have in common is that 

they leave with actionable strategies to ignite and 

activate their visions and inspired to take on new 

challenges with personal and professional growth! 

KEY TOPICS
Inspiring Action With Self Love

Vulnerability & Empathy

Overcoming Adversity

Wellness for All

Writing Through Trauma: Tips for

Post Traumatic Growth

Well Within Reach: Breaking Free

from Guilt and Shame

Dimensional Wellness: Tracking the 8

Points to Success

Anxiety, Girls, & God: Growth Through

Adversity for Teens

Sharing Your Ugly: Creating a Culture

of Vulnerability in Women's Groups

Authenticity in the Age of Social

Media

Food, Sweat, & Fears

Living the 8 Points (2023)

Memoir Writing Prompts (2023)

WORKSHOPS

BOOKS

Regina Bartlett

FEATURED SPEAKER

FOR BOOKINGS EMAIL: REGINA@REGINABARTLETT.COM OR CALL (401) 219-2322
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